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Abstract
Crohn's Disease (CD) and Ulcerative Colitis (UC)
are the two main Inflammatory Bowel Disease
(IBD) types. We developed deep learning models
to identify histological disease features for both
CD and UC using only endoscopic labels. We
explored fine-tuning and end-to-end training of
two state-of-the-art, self-supervised models for
predicting three different endoscopic categories.
We produced attention maps to interpret what the
models learned and validated them with the
support of a pathologist, where we observed a
strong association between the models'
predictions and histopathological inflammatory
features of the disease. In parallel, we utilised a
model trained on the Colon Nuclei Identification
and Counting (CoNIC) dataset to predict and
explore 6 cell populations. We observed
correlation between areas enriched with the
predicted immune cells in biopsies and the
pathologist's feedback on the attention maps.
These models can enhance our understanding
about IBD pathology and can shape our strategies
for patient stratification in clinical trials.
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• Histopathological endpoints are evolving as a
clinical trial endpoint in Inflammatory Bowel
Disease (IBD). Use of histology to screen
potential clinical study subjects could add
value in IBD clinical trials; for example, by
refining eligibility criteria to ensure studies
recruit patients with definitive active
inflammation at the microscopic level.

• Several histopathological indices have been
developed, but the relative complexity of
available scores requires large-scale labour-
intensive annotation by a pathologist.

• We aimed to develop computer vision tools to
assist decoding the complex clinical disease
features at the histological level for both
Crohn’s Disease (CD) and Ulcerative Colitis
(UC). This will inform understanding of
disease pathology and patient stratification to
support clinical trial development strategies.

Dataset
A total of 1394 clinically annotated Haematoxylin
& Eosin (H&E) stained whole slide images (WSIs)
were included from 418 CD and 218 UC patients
enrolled in a multicentred longitudinal Study of a
Prospective Adult Research Cohort with IBD
(SPARC IBD) obtained from the IBD Plexus
program of the Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation [1].

Pre-processing and Training
• To pre-process the data, we trained an image

quality control (QC) model to automatically
segment and remove imaging artefacts

• We trained 2 recently published, state-of-the-art
predictive models: DSMIL [2] and HIPT [3] to
predict 4 tasks in SPARC IBD (Table 1) and
explored 2 training strategies: fine-tuning and
end-to-end (E2E) training

• Fine-tuning involved using public models pre-
trained on The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
dataset, E2E training involved training all model
components from scratch on SPARC IBD

• We generated visual attention maps to
interrogate what the models learnt and
validated them with a pathologist

Conclusions
We have demonstrated that weakly-supervised
learning can be used to build high performing
predictive models for H&E stained IBD biopsies
that identify disease relevant features such as
inflammation. Further work is ongoing to
distinguish other disease specific
characteristics in IBD. In addition, we plan to
validate the models and the attention map
approach on IBD clinical trial datasets.
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Figure 1: QC model applied to slide correctly identifies tissue artefacts 
such as tissue folding a) original slide b) QC model prediction

accepted tissue rejected tissue background

Figure 1: QC model applied to tissue correctly identifies
artefacts such as tissue folding a) original slide b) QC
model prediction

Figure 1: H&E image, DSMIL and HIPT attention maps for the prediction of lesional macroscopic appearance, cell model
predictions (lymphocytes heatmap) and pathologist comments for UC patient with high endoscopic score.

Figure 2: Percent of slide area rejected by the QC model
for the top 80 slides in the SPARC IBD dataset.

Model DD MA ES (CD) ES (UC)

DSMIL-F 0.656
±0.007

0.522 
±0.008

0.528 
±0.016

0.592 
±0.007

DSMIL-E2E 0.692 
±0.010

0.750 
±0.006

0.740 
±0.009

0.634 
±0.017

HIPT-F 0.825 
±0.017

0.780 
±0.012

0.766 
±0.026

0.788 
±0.034

HIPT-E2E 0.865 
±0.019

0.814 
±0.008

0.786 
±0.017

0.802 
±0.014

Table 1: Mean AUROC ± standard error (5-fold cross validation) of
trained models across different prediction tasks in the SPARC IBD
dataset. DD=disease diagnosis, MA=Macroscopic Appearance,
ES=Endoscopic Score, CD=Crohn’s Disease, UC=Ulcerative
Colitis, F=fine-tuned, E2E=end-to-end training

QC Model
The QC model identified 11 slides that contained
>50% rejected tissue, which were discarded (Fig.
2). For the remaining slides, we only saved
patches with >50% accepted tissue.

DSMIL and HIPT Predictive Performance
• We found that HIPT significantly outperforms

DSMIL on all prediction tasks and E2E training
is the preferred strategy (Table 1) for the
SPARC IBD dataset.

• We believe that the transfer of knowledge from
models trained on TCGA is poor due to the
differences in morphology between cancer and
IBD as well as the difference between resection
and biopsy sectioning methods

• We theorize that HIPT’s transformer
architecture better captures the spatial patterns
among cells and IBD morphology as well as the
multi-scale nature of IBD pathology, leading to
improved performance over DSMIL

• We trained a cell prediction model and
aggregated the predictions into heatmaps to
quantify cell populations in the tissue

Visual Attention Maps
The DSMIL and HIPT attention maps (Fig. 1)
were compared with pathologist assessment and
annotation. We found a strong association
between the models’ high attention areas and
diseased tissue areas identified by the
pathologist. The cell density heatmaps (Fig. 1)
were confirmed to identify the correct cell
populations at the WSI level, although further
evaluation is needed at the cell level.
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